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1. Applying for a “Simultaneous Interpreting Receiver”
If you would like to use a receiver to hear an interpretation of the symposiums, there will be
an application form in with the material that you will receive at registration. There will be
interpretations in Japanese, English, and German. Which languages will be available for which
Symposium will depend on the language being used at that Symposium. There are 450 receivers
available. Follow the directions on the form you receive at registration to reserve one.

2. Children's Summit
As part of the Suzuki Method World Convention program, the Matsumoto Shuho Secondary School
will be conducting a "Children's Summit" on March 27th from 10:00 to 12:00. At this "Children's
Summit”, five World Convention students from various countries (England, Finland, Philippines,
Australia and the United States) along with students from Matsumoto Shuho Secondary School will
talk about their school and student life. If you are interested in attending the "Children's Summit"
go to the lobby of the Matsumoto Performing Arts Centre before 9:20 and look for the "Children's
Summit" sign. We hope that many of the World Convention participants will attend and learn more
about the education system in various countries through the eyes of a student. This summit will be
at the Matsumoto Shuho Secondary School and it will be conducted in English.

3. Important Information about the Teachers’ Banquet
Please note that there has been a time change. The Teachers’ Banquet will begin at 19:30. You may
register to enter the banquet room at 18:30.
・We will use an electronic registration system to enter, so you will need to have your name tag in
order to attend the banquet. Please do not forget to bring it.
・Please try to leave your instrument at your hotel. We will have a room where you may leave your
instruments, but it will be locked during the banquet. No one will be able to enter late or be able to
get their instruments until after the entire event is over.
・The tables will be divided by instrument. Please go to a table with the “Table Plate” that has your
instrument name.

